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ABSTRACT:

The widespread usage of digital video surveillance systems has increased the concerns for privacy violation. Emerging new visual sensing technologies, such as Ultra High Definition (UHD) video, High Dynamic Range (HDR) video, and video from mini-drones, threaten to eradicate boundaries of private space even more. Since video surveillance systems are invasive, it is a challenge to find an acceptable balance between privacy of the public under surveillance and security related features of the systems. Tools for protection of visual privacy available today lack either all or some of the important properties such as security of protected visual data, reversibility (ability to undo privacy protection), simplicity, and independence from the video encoding used. Commonly used video surveillance datasets focus on evaluation of video analytics and are not designed with privacy issues in mind.

This talk will focus on the following aspects of visual privacy research in video surveillance:
- Subjective methodologies and objective metrics of visual privacy
- Reversible methods for protection of visual privacy
- Public video datasets designed for evaluation of visual privacy, including HD, UHD, HDR, and mini-drone datasets - Benchmarking of visual privacy protection tools
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